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MATRIX STICKS

When ordering matrix sticks by telegraph one of the follow-
ing 3 code words should precede the code word or words
designating the style and size of the matrix sticks desired.

Matrix sticks to be used on Ludlow machine equip-
ped with 21-em mold FAULD
Matrix sticks to be used on Ludlow machine equip-
ped with 22%-em mold FAUSE
Matrix sticks to be used on Ludlow machine equip-
ped with special length mold. Length of special

singTeTlughT.Tr. $27.00 AHEAD
42 or 45 em (two slug) 36.00 AHEON
Loose-side Special Double-Column Single-Slug for

Va" Roman matrices for use with 22V4 emmold

25 Vi em (single slug) 33.00 LUKES
26 Vi em (single slug) 33.00 LUNAS
Loose-side Special 4 pt. 6-LP Lining Gothic for use
with Lining Fonts and 4 pt mold.
21 or 22 Vi em (single slug) 36.00 PLUMY
Loose-side 6 pt. 6-LP Lining Gothic for use with
Lining Fonts and 6 pt. mold
21 or 22% em (single slug) 29.00 AISLE
42 or 45 em (two slug) 37.00 ALACK
Note: Loose-side Italic matrix sticks are not manu-
factured as they are not practicable.

Solid Side for '/a" Matrices

63 or 67 'A em (three-slug) 43.00 AGAZE
105 or 112% em (five-slug) 59.00 AFIHE

Loose-side Roman Va

nued. Only

12 or 45 em (two-slug) 39.00 AFOBE
>3 or 67 Vi em (three-slug) 47.00 AFOUL

lengths longer than 67 <A ems, because the c
ners of such long Italic sticks cannot withsta

To obtain Italic lines longer than 67 V4 ems
length, the long (105-112% em) Roman stick w
angle quad and the clamping Italic division qu
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$36.00 AGENT
36.00 AGLET
36.00 AGLOW

em (single slug) 35.00 AGANA
n(two-slug) 41-00 ABEAM
em (three-slug) 49.00 AIXLA

(live-slug) 6400 AKKRA

or 22'/2-em sticks (single-slug) 39.00 POETS
or 45-em sticks (two-slug) 47.00 POGYS
or 67 '/2-em sticks (three-slug) 55.00 POKES
or 112V4-em sticks (five-slug) 68.00 POCKY

toes are not contemplated,

ratable Offset for '/a" matrices

lan 21 or 22 Vi em (single slug) 49.00 ALAKE
tan 42 or 45 em (two-slug) 56.00 ALAND

ote: Longer than two-slug adjustable

because of inability to hold alignment.

VA" offset sticks not made because of

mechanical limitations in delivery slide.

Initial orders for two-slug adjustable off-

set matrix sticks should also include one

Son quad This special

offset division quad is required for all ma-

Orders for adjustable offset sticks to be

used on Ludlow machines shipped prior to

October 1, 1933, should include a notation

that one part No. S79-B should be shipped

to the customer, without charge, in ex-

change for their old part to be returned.

10-22-62 Ludlow Typograph Company
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loman Loose Side

or22W em (Single-slug) $
or 45 em (Two-slug)

talic Solid Side

or 2214 em (Single-slug)

or 45 em (Two-slug)

-pt. Lining Gothic (Roman) Loose Side

or 22 V4 em (Single-slug)

or 45 em (Two-slug)

Single Slug Casting Stick, Solid Side

21 or 22% em Roman 67.00 AIMER
21 or 22 >/2 em Italic 70.00 AINCE
42 or 45 em Roman 74.00 AINSE
Soil-Centering for Va" matrices

Roman loose side (single slug)

21, 22'/i or 24 em
Or special lengths less than 21 ems $262.50 FLANS

6-pt. Lining Gothic loose side

21, 22'/i or 24 em 262.50 FLISK
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Matrix Sticks for use with Special Length

The schedule below is to be used in

figuring prices of special-length Ludlow

""

matrix sticks for use with special-length

A single-slug stick (any length) is the

gle-slug (21 or 22 Vi em) matrix stick.

A two-slug stick (any length) is the same
price as the corresponding style two-slug
(42 or 45 em) matrix stick.

A three-slug stick (any length) is the
same price as the corresponding style

three-slug (63 or 67 Vi em) matrix stick.

A special four-slug, solid-side, Roman or
Italic stick (for special purposes)
is priced as follows:

Length of single-slug cast Va" VA"
Below 18 ems $55.00 $62.00 $67.00
18 to 23 ems (incl.) 58.00 64.00 69.00

73.00

A special five-slug, solid-side

stick (Roman only) priced

Length of single-slug cast Va" VA"
73.00

-

-

Ludlow Typograph Company STK-5
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sides of the matrices by the locking slide shoe as the

: and matrices are locked in position in the machine. The

it. The one and two slug Loose-side sticks are used with

ick on more than a double-slug cast.

lea are made only with solid side. It is

cessary to order Italic matrix sticks when angle (Italic)

peface matrices are specified. The sticks are specially

d to take the Ludlow angle body matrices,

zes of the No. 11 Italic, the No. 18 Victoria Italic and

I body and Roman sticks are used when casting from
!" type-faces.

five-slug length sticks are arranged for either the

or the Italic body typefaces. When the Italic typefaces

be used, clamping Italic division quads should be

I with the stick (see spaces and quads).

s. They are designed sc

ilow Typograph Company
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'/a" Roman 4 Pt. and S Pt. Lining Gothic
Loose-Side Slicks

Lining matrices (Lining Gothic, Engrai ers Bold, Victoria
ce Gothic) are so driven

h the side of the

stick. As the post 6-point molds and
4-point molds is central in relation to the It -point mold slot, in

aces with a regular stic

a 6-point mold, th slug would over-
hang the shank. Tc the Lining Gothic
sticks are manufactured with a side loci

se with a 6-point mold is 3 points wider
other side than a

regular stick. The 4-point Lining Gothic stick is similar to the
6-point Lining Gothic stick except that it i 3 further offset by
I-point, to position ver the mold slot.

W Adjustable Roman Offset Sticks

alignment of Ludlow typefaces. The adjustable side is made
arts. One part (the stationary side bar) is attached to

angle. The other part (the sliding sideplate) has a tongue cut
at the same angle as the groove in the stationary side bar.
The tongue on the sliding sideplate is held in the groove in the
stationary side bar by two studs in the parallel angled slots
that are cut in the sliding sideplate.
By turning the adjusting nut at the front end of the stick,

maximum of 6 points fri

,p and index collar is n



profitable to

plants which
of lines in th,

plant^ the single-slug casting stick method may prove most

Comparing the two methods in detail:

when setting large movable types, and using the assembling

it would with a long casting stick.

assembling row of the case and placed in the IVi" self-
quadding stick, with the loss of only a very small amount of

slug cast. The stick is then removed from the machine and
the next set of matrices placed in the self-quadding stick, and
the stick is again placed in the machine, while the previous
slug is being trimmed and delivered. No time is lost in this
operation as there need be no stopping of the machine.
With the multiple-slug sti Is must be used,

be necessary to juggle the matrices, placing quads in the front
end of the stick in order to make the breaks in the proper
places. There is time lost in this operation that is not lost in
the assembly plan.

The only actual time lost is trimming the ends of the slug.
If the slug cutter is used, chipping off the slug ends takes
only a second.

Italic IVi" three-slug sticks will be manufactured only
on special order. The objections to such Italic sticks are:

(I) They are not entirely practical because of the limited

at each end of the stick.

w Typograph Company
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Self-Quadding Matrix Sticks

Stick can be used in quadding-out left or right flush
lines or in centering lines, by the use of the supplementary

be quadded c oi by Ludlow

.ospects, especially those who already

id selling the sticks exceeds the price charged for them, and
is not likely that the company will ever make a fair profit

the present price. This fact was faced before deciding to

le following are some reasons why the cost of these self-

Jding sticks is so much higher than that of the regular
:s and also higher than might be supposed by people not
liar with the manufacture of such products:

1. The sticks cannot be manufactured in large enough
xantities to warrant a big investment in special machines

--re special tools calculated to afford quantity-

st twice the total number

is three times the time required to assemble a regular stick.

The fitting of the special floating nut to overcome the pos-
sibility of the threads on the long screw hitting at dead
center on the nut is no small part of the assembling expense.

Because of the higher price that must be charged for these
self-quadding sticks, a little extra tact should be used in sell-

ing them. A good way, when applicable, is to tell the cus-
tomer, before showing him the stick, that you have an article

ot cheap to buy.



if. After he understands the amount of time that could

be saved by using this stick in his composing room, tell him

something of why it is expensive to make, returning to the

inificant compared with its

value to him. Often times, such treatment of the matter should

high, but low.

new style star Iizing bars for Ludlow ma-

has been included on all machines shipped after February 1,

id of the old style equalizing

22%-em self-quadding stick,

e would probably be satis-

ided to increase the length of

My of variations

ar, such a bar should be included w

i" Self-Centering Matrix Sticks

special single-slug mold length from 12 to 25"/i ems.

Multiple slug self-centering sticks are not practicable.

Some present or prospective customers may question why
the selling price of the self-centering matrix stick is not lower.

:k, in view of its
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might generally be supposed by those not iamiliar with the

iacture in large enough quantities to justify a big invest-

ment in expensive special tools (jigs and fixtures) which
are necessary in order to afford quantity production at

low cost.

(2) The total number of parts in a self-centering stick is

(3) Extreme precision is required on eight times as many
parts of the self-centering stick as in a regular stick.

is twenty times the time required to assemble a regular

(5) Only the most expert workmen can be used on the

manufacture of these sticks.

Actually, the price set is extremely low. but because of

its necessarily being so much higher than the price of other

simpler matrix sticks, a little extra tact must be used in selling

it. It may be best that the prospective purchaser be not told

the price of the stick until after he has some idea of its ad-

3r them, and they both insist that it has ]

:tically every line set is centered, anc
tively short, but they feel that even w

self-quadding stick it took their compositors longer to a
the line than to set and space it.

Care should be taken, however, not lo guarantee any

. a ten-day approval basis. The user may tr
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ten days in his awn plant, and if he finds that the saving does

centering sticks can not be successfully fitted

field. Self-centering sticks requiring repairs

Ludlow Typograph Company


